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POLITICS
Parliament of Georgia Endorses New Government
26.11.2016 Kutaisi - Parliament confirmed the new government led by Prime
Minister Giorgi Kvirikashvili and its program with 110 votes to 19.
Before the government’s confirmation after two days of hearings, PM
Kvirikashvili presented a four-year governmental program titled “Freedom,
Rapid Development, Welfare”.
More: http://e.gov.ge/qFeQX
The President of Georgia Participated in the Opening Ceremony of the
Global Sustainable Transport Conference
26.11.2016 Ashgabat - The President of Georgia, Giorgi Margvelashvili has
participated in the Global Sustainable Transport Conference, organized with
support of the United Nations, in Ashgabat.
As a part of the visit to Ashgabat, the President laid a wreath at the
Independence Monument of Turkmenistan together with other high ranking
officials, participating in the conference. Following the event, the President took
part in the opening ceremony of the Global Sustainable Transport Conference.
More: http://e.gov.ge/uEnbI

Statement of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs
23.11.2016 Tbilisi - On 22 November 2016, the President of the Russian
Federation signed the law on the ratification of the so-called “agreement”
with Sokhumi occupation regime on establishment of Joint Group
of Armed Forces.
The Ministry of Foreign Affairs condemns this illegal step by the Russian
Federation, which represents a rude violation of the territorial integrity and
inviolability of internationally recognized borders of the sovereign state,
and a demonstration of aggression against Georgia.
The Ministry of Foreign Affairs calls on the Russian Federation to honor the undertaken obligations and fully comply
with the 12 August 2008 Ceasefire Agreement, withdraw its military units from the occupied territories of Georgia and
ensure the establishment of international security arrangements in the Abkhazia and Tskhinvali regions.
More: http://e.gov.ge/jKPvG

International Society Strongly Condemned the Ratification of
the so-called “Agreement”
22.11.2016 Washington, DC - The United States strongly opposes the
Russian Federation’s ratification of an agreement secured with the de facto
leaders in Georgia’s breakaway region of Abkhazia regarding a joint
military force. The US does not recognize the legitimacy of this so-called
“treaty,” which does not constitute a valid international agreement.
The United States’ position on Abkhazia and South Ossetia remains
clear: these regions are integral parts of Georgia, and we continue to
support Georgia’s independence, sovereignty, and territorial integrity.
Russia should fulfill all of its commitments under the 2008 ceasefire
agreement.
More: http://e.gov.ge/aAgOh

The Georgian-UK Wardrop Dialogue has been Upgraded to the Level of Strategic Partnership
24.11.2016 Tbilisi - The Georgian-UK bilateral political dialogue Wardrop Dialogue - is upgraded to the level of Strategic Partnership
and from now is called the Georgian-UK Wardrop Strategic
Dialogue. This decision was taken by the sides in the frames of the
third round of the Wardrop Dialogue, which was held on 24
November 2016. The Foreign Minister of Georgia H.E. Mikheil
Janelidze welcomed H.E Minister of State for Foreign and
Commonwealth Affairs, the Rt Hon Alan Duncan MP for a bilateral
visit to Georgia.
More: http://e.gov.ge/nlQYk
“Georgia highly appreciates UK’s firm and unwavering support for our
sovereignty and territorial integrity as well as our European and Euro-Atlantic
aspirations. Provision for our country of the Substantial Package at the Wales
Summit, as well as the inclusion of the Wider Black Sea Region as a NATO
priority area at the Summit in Warsaw came to pass in no small measure thanks
to London’s resolute and principled position”.
- Mikheil Janelidze
More: http://e.gov.ge/dYxiJ
“Through its democratic credentials, open economy and progressive human
rights, Georgia is playing a vital role in the stability and security of the
wider region”.
- Sir Alan Duncan
More: http://e.gov.ge/dUbCK

ECONOMY
Eco Green City Project Will Start in Tbilisi in 2017
24.11.2016 Tbilisi - Georgia’s capital Tbilisi will welcome a new green
city which will be the first of its kind in Eastern Europe. Georgia's stateowned shareholding company, the Partnership Fund (PF), has teamed
up with Slovakian Gino Green City Corporation to build the Gino Green
City in Tbilisi.
The two companies are now designing the project and plan to start
construction works in the second half of 2017.
The total cost of the project will be $700 million.
More: http://e.gov.ge/wgiyJ

GEORGIAN MISSIONS ABROAD
President Appoints Georgia’s New Ambassador to the Kingdom of Denmark
24.11.2016 Tbilisi - The President of Georgia, H.E. Giorgi
Margvelashvili has issued a decree regarding the appointment of the
Deputy Foreign Minister, Mr. Gigi Gigiadze as the Ambassador
Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary to the Kingdom of Denmark from
December the 1st, 2016.
Mr. Gigi Gigiadze, 38, has been in the diplomatic service of Georgia
since 2000.
He was appointed Georgia’s Deputy Minister of Foreign Affairs on
November 17, 2014.
More: http://e.gov.ge/COLQo

